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Abstract: Woods and Walton deserve credit for including (in all editions of their textbook Argument) a discussion 
of “economic reasoning” and its susceptibility to the “fallacy of composition.” Unfortunately, they did not 
sufficiently pursue the topic, and argumentation scholars have apparently ignored their pioneering effort. Yet, 
obviously, economic argumentation is extremely important, and economists constantly harp on this fallacy. This 
paper calls attention to this problem, elaborating my own approach, which is empirical, historical, and meta-
argumentational. 
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Let us begin by summarizing some terminological clarifications and stipulations, which I have 
found useful when researching the present topic (cf. Finocchiaro, 2013a; 2013b; 2015a; 2015b). 
Economic reasoning refers to argumentation by laypersons or professional economists about 
topics such as money, jobs, budgets, debts, deficits, etc. By fallacy of composition I mean an 
argument of composition that commits a fallacy. An argument of composition is one which 
concludes that a whole or group has a certain property because the parts of the whole or 
members of the group have that property. An argument of composition may also be called a 
compositional argument. A fallacy is a common type of argument that appears to be correct but 
is actually incorrect. 
It is important to distinguish between arguments of composition and fallacies of 
composition because not all compositional arguments are incorrect, let alone fallacious; rather, 
some are correct, indeed deductively valid, although not formally valid. My favorite example is 
the following: all the parts of this automobile have weight; therefore, the whole automobile has 
weight. 
 Note also that I am distinguishing between incorrect arguments and fallacious arguments 
(cf. Woods, 2013; Finocchiaro, 2014). In order to be fallacious, namely to be a fallacy, an 
argument must meet other conditions besides incorrectness: it must seem to be correct; it must be 
an instance of a general type; and it must occur commonly or frequently. Thus, although all 
fallacious arguments are incorrect, not all incorrect arguments are fallacious. 
 Note also that I have said nothing about the fallacy of division, or arguments of division, 
or divisional arguments. Such fallacies and arguments are often defined as being just the reverse 
of the fallacy and argument of composition. Then both composition and division are discussed 
under the same heading, with the pretext that they both involve reasoning about parts and 
wholes, or groups and members; thus, composition would be the special case when one reasons 
from parts or members to wholes or groups, and division would be the special case when one 
reasons from wholes or groups to parts or members. 
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There are several reasons for wanting to distinguish, even by way of introduction, 
between arguments and fallacies of composition on the one hand and arguments and fallacies of 
division on the other. One reason is that composition is reminiscent of universal generalization, 
which is deductively invalid, whereas division is reminiscent of universal instantiation, which is 
deductively valid; thus, we may expect composition to be problematic in ways in which division 
is not. Moreover, as we shall see, arguments and fallacies of composition are common and 
important in ways that have no counterpart for the case of division. 
In short, please note that I will be talking about arguments and fallacies of composition, 
but not about arguments and fallacies of division (except when necessary). Still less, will I be 
talking about “the fallacy of composition and division,” in the singular. 
 
2. The Woods-Walton thesis 
 
Let me now begin my substantive discussion by calling attention to a 1977 article by John 
Woods and Douglas Walton entitled “Composition and Division.” That article is primarily a 
historical account of the origin of these concepts and an attempt to elaborate a formal analysis of 
their logical structure. However, there is also a short section dealing with the “importance of 
these fallacies,” and concluding that “from a point of view of significant errors and pitfalls of 
actual argumentation, composition and division are indeed fallacies of some genuine 
importance—easy enough to commit and mischievous enough to avoid committing” (Woods & 
Walton, 1977, p. 117). 
 A footnote to this passage brings us closer to our present topic. They note that the 
importance of the claim just made is “a perspective that non-philosophers can also share” 
(Woods & Walton, 1977, p. 280 fn. 6). And as an illustration, they quote from a 1973 economics 
textbook by Maurice Archer entitled Introductory Macroeconomics: A Canadian Analysis. The 
passage reads as follows:  
 
The study of economic problems can be fascinating. However, … there are 
several pitfalls … These pitfalls can be listed under the following headings: 
preconceptions; self-interest; problems of definition; fallacy of composition; and 
false analogy … By fallacy of composition we mean the mistake of assuming that 
what is true for part of a group must necessarily be true for the group as a whole. 
Thus, whereas an individual farmer may be better off by increasing his 
production, farmers as a whole may be worse off.” (Archer, 1973, pp. 45-46, as 
cited in Woods & Walton, 1977) 
 
This easily missed detail is all that Woods and Walton say about this topic in their 1977 
article. However, in their textbook entitled Argument, whose later editions are co-authored with 
Andrew Irvine, there is a whole chapter dealing with “Economic Reasoning” (Woods, Irving, & 
Walton, 2004). This chapter contains a significant elaboration of their 1977 footnote, besides 
containing discussions of other topics relevant to economic reasoning, such as decision theory, 
expected utility, minimax principles, Pareto optimality, and the prisoner’s dilemma. Let us 
examine that elaboration dealing with the fallacy of composition in economic reasoning. 
The thesis mentioned in the subtitle of my paper, which I am attributing to Woods and 
Walton, has several parts. One claim is that economic reasoning is of “obvious importance … for 
personal, domestic, regional, national and international affairs” (Woods & Walton, 1982, p. 203). 
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A second claim is that economic reasoning “is inherently liable to the fallacy of composition” 
(Woods, Irvine, & Walton, 2004, p. 251). Thirdly, this liability is connected with the 
fundamental division between microeconomics and macroeconomics and the problematic 
relationship between the two. The fourth claim is a qualification to the second: this liability does 
not mean that economics is not a science, or “that economists commit the fallacy of composition 
more often than other thinkers” (Woods, Irvine, & Walton, 2004, p. 251). On the contrary, 
fifthly, as I would put it, one could say that professional economists are thinkers who have 
mastered the art of avoiding the fallacy of composition in economic reasoning, and the art of 
exposing this fallacy when it is committed by laypersons, or even by other economists. 
In advancing this multifaceted thesis, Woods, Irvine, and Walton (2004) explicitly point 
out that they are echoing claims advanced by economists themselves (p. 250). In fact, by way of 
illustration and substantiation, they quote a passage from a 1978 book by economist Leonard 
Silk entitled Economics in One Lesson. The passage reads as follows: 
 
  THE FALLACY OF COMPOSITION: It is often mistakenly assumed that 
what is true for the parts of a system is true for the system as a whole. If you stand 
up at a football game, you can see better, but if everybody stands up nobody can 
see better. 
  In economics, if you, as an individual, decide to save more out of your 
income, you will increase your wealth. But if everyone in the nation tries to save 
more out of income, this may reduce national wealth—by reducing, in succession, 
sales, the production of goods, the incomes of producers and their employees, and 
ultimately national savings and investment. 
  If you, as an individual, are able to raise your prices, this may be a good 
thing for your business. But if every business does the same, the obvious result 
will be inflation, a bad thing for the nation. 
  Balancing the budget so that outgo does not exceed income may be a sound 
rule for you and your family. But budget balancing does not always make sense 
for the national government; for the government to do so during a business slump 
when unemployment is rising would worsen the slump and increase 
unemployment. 
  Cutting wage rates may enable one employer to hire more workers; but 
cutting the wages of all workers may lead to fewer, not more, jobs—since workers 
would have less to spend on goods. 
  Thus, when we shift from micro- to macroeconomics, some key concepts 
change. (Silk, 1978, pp. 83-84, as cited in Woods, Irving, & Walton, 2004) 
 
3. Argumentation scholars on economic reasoning and fallacy of composition 
 
In this paper I want to pursue this thesis about the susceptibility of economic reasoning to the 
fallacy of composition. Before I do that, however, I want to briefly explore to what extent this 
underlying topic has been studied by scholars of informal logic, argumentation theory, and 
critical thinking. 
 To begin with, it is disappointing to find that, as far as I can tell, Woods and Walton 
themselves have not pursued the project, neither jointly nor separately. Of course, I don’t need to 
remind the audience here that they have not been idle, but rather have worked hard in this field 
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and produced, separately, an impressive number and range of works. However, let me simply 
add an impression I have gotten from Woods’s latest book on fallacies, an impression that is 
something of a constructive suggestion. 
I am referring to the book published by Woods in 2013, entitled Errors of Reasoning: 
Naturalizing the Logic of Inference. A key strand of this book concerns the so-called “gang of 
eighteen” fallacies, namely affirming the consequent, denying the antecedent, hasty 
generalization, biased statistics, gambler’s fallacy, post hoc ergo propter hoc, faulty analogy, ad 
baculum, ad hominem, ad populum, ad verecundiam, ad ignorantiam, ad misericordiam, 
begging the question and circularity, many questions, equivocation, composition and division, 
and straw man. Woods (2013) examines them one by one, and argues that each fails to satisfy 
one or more of the necessary conditions of being a fallacy. He does this for at least thirteen of 
them, suggesting that the same will apply to the others. The fallacy of composition happens to be 
one of the few which are not explicitly examined for this purpose. Now, my conjecture is that 
this non-examination of the fallacy of composition is no accident, and perhaps it is unlike the 
others and special in some way. This is what I am taking here as a constructive encouragement to 
pursue the present project. 
Let us now look at other potentially relevant works in the scholarly literature. For this 
purpose, I have consulted a large number of works, and in each case I have tried to determine 
five things. The main question was whether or not a given work contains some discussion or 
even an awareness of the fallacy of composition in economic reasoning. To contextualize this 
question to some extent, I also checked whether or not each work discussed the fallacy of 
composition per se and economic reasoning per se. Two other related questions were whether or 
not the given work discusses the fallacy of division, and whether or not it could be regarded to 
have an orientation that focuses seriously on actual argumentation. It will be useful to discuss the 
results separately for the cases of textbooks and for scholarly books and articles. 
Of the thirty-one textbooks examined, none, other than the three editions of the textbook 
by Woods and Walton, discuss the fallacy of composition in economics. This is so despite the 
fact that four out of the other textbooks do cover economic reasoning, and ten mention the 
fallacy of composition; that is, these two subsets of four and ten are disjoint. Even greater are the 
numbers of textbooks that mention the fallacy of division (eleven) and that have some focus on 
actual argumentation (sixteen). These results are presented in tabular form in Appendix I. 
The results for scholarly works are similar. To be specific, out of twenty-four works 
examined, the focus on actual argumentation is relatively high (twelve works), but the inclusion 
of economic reasoning is less so (only five works). A high proportion (seventeen) do mention the 
fallacy of composition, and yet only four connect it to economic reasoning. These are the 1977 
article by Woods and Walton, the essay by Trudy Govier stemming from her 2006 keynote 
address at ISSA, a paper by James Gough and Mano Daniel presented at the 2008 OSSA 
conference, and Ritola’s (2009b) commentary of that paper; but even these four works discuss 
the issue in an incidental or secondary manner. The table in Appendix II summarizes these 
results. 
 
4. Pursuing the project 
 
Thus, it seems that the pioneering effort of Woods and Walton (1977) has been largely ignored. I 
find such a neglect unfortunate, but rather than letting such a situation depress me, I want to 
derive some extra motivation to pursue the problem further. For I am convinced that the topic is 
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an extremely important one, that is, the topic of the susceptibility of economic reasoning to the 
fallacy of composition. This conviction is based, not on the writings of philosophers and 
argumentation scholars (as we have just seen), but on the writings of economists, who constantly 
harp on this fallacy. In fact, this situation creates an opportunity that is simply too promising to 
be missed. 
That is, the project of pursuing a further study of the fallacy of composition in economics 
fits very well with the approach to argumentation studies which I have followed for a long time. 
Let me explain. This project exemplifies an empirical historical approach to argumentation 
theory which I have previously practiced to good effect many times (cf. Finocchiaro, 2005). 
Moreover, it instantiates an approach that studies meta-argumentation (arguments about 
arguments) and has been similarly successful in the past (cf. Finocchiaro, 2013b). Specifically, it 
studies the fallacy of composition by focusing on actual meta-arguments claiming that some 
ground-level argument commits this fallacy. Finally, this connects with economic reasoning in 
various ways: insofar as professional economists frequently claim that common people tend to 
commit this fallacy when thinking about topics like debts and deficits, and that a knowledge of 
economic science can free them from such pitfalls; and insofar as in controversial contexts, 
economists sometimes accuse one another of committing the fallacy of composition. 
  
5. Economists on the fallacy of composition 
 
We have seen above that, as reported by Woods and Walton (1977), economists Archer and Silk 
are keen to point out the susceptibility of economic reasoning to the fallacy of composition. But 
they are not the only such economists, by any means. They are advancing a claim that is widely 
shared among economists, and indeed they are probably echoing the views of the distinguished 




In fact, the concern expressed by Archer and Silk is found in a textbook by Samuelson, which 
was the most successful and popular economics textbook of the twentieth century. The first 
edition of Samuelson’s textbook was published in 1948, and there were many other editions, for 
example a thirteenth, published in 1989, and co-authored with his former student Nordhaus. 
For example, in the third edition, Samuelson (1955) has an introductory chapter in which 
one of several sections is entitled “the whole and the part: the ‘fallacy of composition’” (p. 9). In 
it, he starts by giving seven examples of paradoxical-sounding statements that are nevertheless 
true, like those later echoed by Archer and Silk. Samuelson (1955) then claims that these 
statements can be easily and clearly shown to be true, as he actually does at various points in the 
book, when the various particular topics come up for detailed discussion. And then comes the 
connection with the present topic: “many of the above paradoxes hinge upon one single 
confusion or fallacy, called by logicians the ‘fallacy of composition’. In books on logic, this is 
defined as follows: ‘A fallacy in which what is true of a part is, on that account alone, alleged to 
be also true of the whole’” (Samuelson 1955, p. 10). After this preliminary discussion in the 
introductory chapter, later chapters discuss in detail about a dozen examples of fallacies of 
composition, at various points when the substantive topics become relevant. Especially incisive 
are the discussions of individual banks vs. the banking system, private debt vs. public debt, and 
the connection between commodity prices and land rents (Samuelson, 1955, pp. 273, 350-52, 




Another pedagogical discussion of the fallacy of composition is found in an economics 
textbook available on the internet from an organization called “Study.com” (cf. also Wray, 
2009). Entitled Introduction to Macroeconomics, the book has sixteen chapters, each subdivided 
into a number of sections, for a total of 164 sections. The third chapter, dealing with “Demand, 
Supply and Market Equilibrium,” has twelve sections, the last one of which is on “The Fallacy of 
Composition in Economics: Definition and Examples” (Study.com, 2003-2016, ch. 3). 
Its definition is a typical one: “The fallacy of composition arises when an individual 
assumes something is true of the whole just because it is true of some part of the whole” 
(Study.com, 2003-2016, ch. 3 lesson 12). However, its introductory example is somewhat more 
interesting:  
 
Have you ever been at a sporting, musical, or community event and thought to 
yourself, ‘If we leave a few minutes early, we can beat all the traffic?’ You might 
discover that everyone else was thinking the same thing, and it still ends up taking 
a long time to get out of the parking lot. You’ll only manage to beat traffic when 
just a few people are thinking that way, but not when everyone at the event has the 
same idea.” (Study.com, 2003-2016, ch. 3 lesson 12) 
 
Such an example is also mentioned by economist Paul Krugman (1996/2009) to illustrate 
a similar point, although in that context he does not use the term fallacy of composition (pp. 35-
36). 
Moreover, this internet textbook advances a helpful explanation of the occurrence of this 
economic fallacy:  
 
Why does this fallacy exist, and why do we think this way sometimes? The 
answer is that we usually reason and draw conclusions from our own situation and 
individual experiences. It is easiest to examine our situation, and then reason that 
the same actions would have the same results for society and the economy as a 
whole. Although this may be true in some circumstances, it is not always. 
Sometimes, it may simply be reasoning that results from not having all the 
necessary facts and information. You may only know what you have experienced 
yourself.” (Study.com, 2003-2016, ch. 3 lesson 12) 
 
And again, this explanation is reminiscent of a similar thesis advanced by the famous economist 
Henry Hazlitt, in a book entitled Economics in One Lesson, but without the fallacy-of-
composition terminology (Hazlitt, 1946/1979, p. 17; cf. Finocchiaro, 2013a, pp. 163-66). 
 
5.2. Professional technicalities 
 
Let us now move from the pedagogical context of textbooks to the research context of articles in 
professional journals. An instructive example is provided by a 1992 article entitled “A Fallacy of 
Composition”, published by an economist named Ricardo Caballero in the American Economic 
Review, the official journal of the American Economic Association. 
Substantively speaking, the article discusses the relationship between microeconomics 
and macroeconomics with regard to the pricing of commodities. The main question is whether 
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there exists an asymmetry between the increase and the decrease of prices, with upward 
movements being much more common than downward movements (Caballero, 1992). 
The article begins by quoting the definition of the fallacy of composition given by 
Samuelson, which I myself quoted above. Then Caballero (1992) explicitly tells us that “in this 
paper I attempt to isolate the mechanism underlying the course of several fallacies of 
composition” (p. 1279). The main one of these fallacies is described with these words: “the basic 
insight developed in this paper shows that asymmetric policies at the firm level do not 
necessarily imply asymmetries in upward and downward adjustments of the aggregate price 
level” (Caballero, 1992, p. 1279). In other words, it is fallacious to argue that just because 
individual firms have a strong tendency to raise prices but not to lower them, in the economy as a 
whole there is the same (level of) tendency for prices to increase but not to decrease. 
The reason for the incorrectness of such inferences involves technical details in the 
mathematics of probability theory. In other words, the premises in Caballero’s (1992) own meta-
argument are technical, mathematical, and probabilistic. Nevertheless, his own qualitative 
summaries give us a glimpse of the key problem. In the introductory section, he tells us that “I 
argue that the essence of these fallacies relies on the fact that direct microeconomic arguments 
do not consider the strong restrictions that probability theory puts on the joint behavior of many 
units that are less than fully synchronized” (Caballero, 1992, p. 1279). And in the concluding 
section, after some qualifications to the effect that he is not saying that microeconomics is 
irrelevant to macroeconomics, he clarifies that “the paper does say, however, that direct 
application of microeconomic explanations to aggregate data can be seriously misleading, since 
they typically do not consider the natural probability forces that tend to undo such explanations” 
(Caballero, 1992, p. 1292). 
Let us now examine a more recent but less technical article, published in 2002 in a 
journal entitled The World Economy, by an economist named Jörg Mayer, affiliated with the 
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD). The article bears a very 
ambitious title, namely “The Fallacy of Composition: A Review of the Literature.” However, as 
might be expected from the position of the author and the title of the journal, the substantive 
topic is international trade and the behavior of various countries in the context of the evolution of 
the world economy. It may be summarized as follows 
Consider world economic development since World War II. During an initial period, 
several developing countries (e.g., South Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Singapore) 
experienced great economic progress by exporting cheaply manufactured goods to developed 
countries. On the basis of this experience, many other countries (especially in East and South 
Asia) started manufacturing and exporting cheap goods to developed countries. The thinking 
underlying such policies could be claimed to involve the fallacy of composition (Mayer, 2002). 
In fact, many of the second-phase exporting countries did not experience the anticipated 
economic progress comparable to the earlier exporting countries. There were two reasons for this 
(relative) failure. One was that as the supply of manufactured goods exported by all developing 
countries increased, their prices tended to decrease. The second reason what that the developed 
countries importing such goods started instituting protective tariffs against the cheap imports 
(Mayer, 2002). 
These reasons help us understand why it was wrong (fallacious?) to argue that what had 
happened to some developing countries, and what could happen to any one particular country, 
could happen to all. 
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However, the situation was dynamic and more complicated. In fact, other developments 
started taking place. One was that among developing countries, some (especially those with a 
longer history of exports) started focusing on products of higher quality, requiring greater labor 
skills, more technology, and more capital investment. Such products did not suffer from the 
competition of those produced by the second wave of exporting developing countries. That is, a 
division arose among developing countries between two main subgroups, one at a relatively 
higher stage of economic development, the other at a relatively lower stage (Mayer, 2002). 
The second dynamic complication was that developed countries started undergoing an 
additional level of development, to counteract the competition experienced by their own 
industries and emanating from the cheap imports. The developed countries started moving more 
and more away from manufacturing and toward services, and eventually toward computerization 
and information processing (Mayer, 2002). 
Where does this leave the compositional problem in international trade? It seems that 
compositional arguments about international trade provide good examples of the fallacy of 
composition. However, the considerations that generate this fallaciousness in any particular case 
are subject to change, in part because of the perception of this fallaciousness. When such 
changes happen, the risk of committing the fallacy of composition does not completely 
disappear, but merely affects other aspects of the situation (Mayer, 2002). 
To get a flavor of this kind of discussion, the following quotation will have to suffice: 
 
The fallacy of composition—sometimes also called the ‘adding-up problem’—
means that what is viable for one small exporter acting in isolation may not be 
viable for a group of exporters acting at the same time … Bhagwati (1958) first 
discussed the fallacy of composition in the context of immiserising growth. Since 
then, at least four distinct versions of the fallacy of composition have been 
presented in the literature, namely (i) an early version pioneered by Cline (1982) 
who emphasizes protectionist policies in developed countries—beyond some 
critical level of import penetration, exports from developing countries will face 
rapid escalation of protective barriers in developed countries—(ii) a more recent 
version used by Faini, Clavijo and Senhadji-Semlali (1992) who focus on the 
elasticity of export demand from a partial equilibrium point of view—the 
elasticity of export demand for a group of countries is smaller in absolute value 
than the corresponding elasticity for an individual country—(iii) a version 
identified by Havrylyshyn (1990) and first tested by Martin (1993) that highlights 
the general equilibrium nature of the fallacy of composition … a further (iv) 
version of the fallacy of composition argument is whether manufactured 
exports—both on aggregate and from specific manufacturing sectors—from 
developing countries have been falling in price compared to those of developed 
countries. (Mayer, 2002, pp. 875-77) 
 
5.3. Public-issue discussions 
 
Let us now examine some examples of economic reasoning from a different context: that is, 
policy discussions by columnists aimed at intelligent and thoughtful lay persons. In this regard, 
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the columns of Paul Krugman are very instructive.1 Krugman is, of course, the recipient of the 
2008 Nobel Prize in economics and a columnist for the New York Times.  
In December 2013, the American Congress was debating whether to extend 
unemployment benefits; the Democratic Party was in favor, and the Republican Party against. 
On December 9, Krugman published a column entitled “The Punishment Cure.” He advanced 
several criticisms of the Republicans, one of which was the following: 
 
the G.O.P. answer to the problem of long-term unemployment is to increase the 
pain of the long-term unemployed: Cut off their benefits, and they’ll go out and 
find jobs. How, exactly, will they find jobs when there are three times as many 
job-seekers as job vacancies? … You might be tempted to argue that more intense 
competition among workers would lead to lower wages, and that cheap labor 
would encourage hiring. But that argument involves a fallacy of composition. Cut 
the wages of some workers relative to those of other workers, and those accepting 
the wage cuts may gain a competitive edge. Cut everyone’s wages, however, and 
nobody gains an edge. All that happens is a general fall in income—which, among 
other things, increases the burden of household debt, and is therefore a net 
negative for overall employment. (Krugman, 2013b) 
  
Needless to say, such fallacy charges need analysis and evaluation, in the sense that we 
want to know exactly what the argument being criticized is, what the meta-argument being 
advanced is, and whether the latter is correct. However, for the moment I cannot pursue such 
analysis and evaluation. Instead I want to present some more empirical historical material. 
Now, it turns out that, on at least one occasion, Krugman himself has been charged with 
committing a fallacy of composition. This fallacious reasoning allegedly happened in a New York 
Times blog entitled “Small Is Beautiful,” posted on February 25, 2011. The substantive topic was 
the connection between the stimulus spending which the American government enacted in 2009-
2010 and unemployment, and, more specifically, the existence and national effects of cross-state 
differences. Krugman (2011) was commenting on the views of several other economists, and was 
advancing other arguments besides the one to be quoted presently. The problematic passage is 
the following: “more federal spending in a given state or county creates more jobs. And the 
burden of proof should always have been on the stimulus critics to explain why this doesn’t 
mean that stimulus spending creates jobs at the national level too” (Krugman, 2011). 
In a blog entitled “Small Is Irrelevant (in Macro),” posted the same day (February 25), 
economist Scott Sumner (2011) criticized this argument as follows:  
 
“it’s a near perfect example of the fallacy of composition. Every single anti-
stimulus model would predict exactly the same finding at the micro level. If the 
federal government builds a billion dollar military base in Fargo, North Dakota, I 
think all economists agree that the number of jobs increases—in Fargo, North 
Dakota. Does the number of jobs increase at the national level? Very possibly yes, 
but nothing in … [Krugman’s argument] addresses that question.” And, 
connecting this issue to the distinction between microeconomics and 
macroeconomics, Sumner (2011) added that “micro studies can’t tell us whether 
                                                 
1 Besides the works explicitly cited below, other relevant writings are Krugman (2012a; 2012b; 2013a; 2015). 
Another noteworthy example is Kelly and Kelly (2015). 
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fiscal stimulus works. Micro studies can’t tell us whether monetary stimulus 
works … Micro studies can’t tell us anything about macro. That’s why macro is a 
different field.” (Sumner, 2011) 
 
Let us now look at a more complicated case, more complicated not because of intrinsic 
complexities, but because the discussion includes some analysis and evaluation. That is, in this 
case, the material I found for our own reflection itself contains the sort of thing which earlier I 
postponed to a subsequent stage of this investigation. 
This case involves a fallacy charge made by Krugman in a blog posted on September 3, 
2010, entitled “Paradoxes of Deleveraging and Releveraging.” The substantive topic was, again, 
the fiscal stimulus of 2009-2010, but now in the context of a general economic problem, namely 
the new debt generated by such spending. Krugman claimed the following, where I have inserted 
in brackets some labels: 
 
Whenever the issue of fiscal stimulus comes up, you can count on someone 
chiming in to say, “Only a moron could believe that the answer to a problem 
created by too much debt is to create even more debt.” It sounds plausible—but it 
misses the key point: [a] there’s a fallacy of composition here. [b] When everyone 
tries to pay off debt at the same time, the result is contraction and deflation, which 
ends up making the debt problem worse even if nominal debt falls. On the other 
hand, [c] a strong fiscal stimulus, by expanding the economy and creating 
moderate inflation, can actually help resolve debt problems. (Krugman, 2010) 
 
Then proposition [b] is supported with the historical evidence that [d] “from 1929 to 1933, 
everyone was trying to pay down debt—and the debt/GDP ratio skyrocketed thanks to 
contraction and deflation” (Krugman, 2010). And proposition [c] is supported with the historical 
evidence that [e] “during and immediately after WWII, there was massive borrowing—but GDP 
grew faster than debt, and the debt burden ended up falling” (Krugman, 2010). The whole 
argument is: [a] because [b] and [c]; [b] because [d]; and [c] because [e]. 
This argument was criticized by an economist named William Anderson, in a blog dated 
September 5, entitled “Fallacy of Composition, or a Non Sequitur?” Anderson (2010) argues that 
Krugman’s own argument is a non sequitur partly because during World War II the economic 
growth (the growth of the GDP) was not caused by the government’s massive borrowing; here, 
in [e], Krugman is presumably confusing correlation with causation. Moreover, Anderson (2010) 
claims that such massive borrowing was not accompanied by economic prosperity. In short, 




This survey seems to confirm the susceptibility of economic reasoning to the fallacy of 
composition—perhaps with a vengeance. That is, it is not just laypersons who have such a 
                                                 
2 This exchange elicited a number of blog responses, including one by “Anonymous” dated April 4, 2011, which is 
of some interest in the present context: “Really? You are so good that you are at F[rostburg] State [University, 
Maryland] trying to challenge a Nobel prize winning economist, a professor at Princeton and London School—with 
an MIT PhD. Sorry, nice try but you aren’t in the same league. And it’s obvious” (Anonymous, 2011). In the present 
context, I would ask: is this an ad hominem fallacy, a plausible inductive argument, or a weak inductive argument? 
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tendency, but also economists and businessmen involved in pricing policies and in international 
trade, as well as distinguished economists of the caliber of Paul Krugman. However, other 
questions need to be asked and answered. 
One question is to determine what exactly is the concept of fallacy of composition which 
such economic discussions are operating with. Despite Samuelson’s (1955) reference to logicians 
and logic textbooks, it may or may not be the case that their concept coincides with the one in 
such economic discussions. 
Another question is, exactly what is the structure of such critical meta-arguments. 
Consider the following sequence of increasing complexity: 
 
(M1) Meta-argument 1: 
  (M1a) argument A is an argument of composition, because …; 
  (M1b) therefore, argument A is a fallacy of composition. 
 
(M2) Meta-argument 2: 
  (M2a) argument A is an argument of composition because …; 
  (M2b) argument A is incorrect, because …; 
  (M2c) therefore, argument A is a fallacy of composition. 
 
(M3) Meta-argument 3: 
  (M3a) argument A is an argument of composition because …; 
  (M3b) argument A is incorrect, because …; 
  (M3c) argument A appears to be correct, because …; 
  (M3d) therefore, argument A is a fallacy of composition. 
 
(M4) Meta-argument 4: 
  (M4a) argument A is an argument of composition because …; 
  (M4b) argument A is incorrect, because …; 
  (M4c) argument A appears to be correct, because …; 
  (M4d) argument A is a common or frequent type, as shown by …; 
  (M4e) therefore, argument A is a fallacy of composition. 
 
Although it might be excessively pedantic to require critiques like (M4), clearly (M1) is 
inadequate. Indeed (M1) is itself incorrect, since, as mentioned in the Introduction, some 
compositional arguments are valid. Moreover, (M1) may be a fallacy; that would depend, in part, 
on how common (M1) is in these discussions. 
Similar remarks apply to (M2). However, one of its issues is intrinsically important, 
independently of its connection with other issues; that is, it is important to determine whether or 
not the ground-level compositional argument is correct, independently of its fallaciousness. In 
this regard, a plausible-sounding general principle proposes that arguments from the properties 
of parts or members to the properties of wholes or aggregates are correct if and only if the 
properties are absolute and structure-independent (van Eemeren & Grootendorst, 1992, pp. 174-
83, 1999; van Eemeren & Garssen 2010). Unfortunately, as far as I can tell, in economic 
reasoning the properties in question are usually relative and structure dependent. Thus, although 
I don’t think it would be proper to abandon the search for such general principles of evaluation, it 
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seems they have to be grounded on the study of real, realistic, and relevant examples like the 
ones presented here. 
These are some of the many questions that need to be asked and answered about the 
problem of the susceptibility of economic reasoning to the fallacy of composition. 
 
APPENDIX  I 
TEXTBOOKS ON FALLACY OF COMPOSITION IN ECONOMICS 
 








Fall comp  
economics 
Angell 1964 No Yes Yes No No 
Beardsley 1966 No No No No No 
Beardsley 1967 No No Yes Yes No 
Cederblom & Paulsen 2012 No No No No No 
Chaffee 2009 No No Yes No No  
Cohen & Nagel 1934 Yes Yes Yes No No 
Copi, IL, 1986 No No Yes No No 
Copi & Cohen 1994, 9th edn Yes Yes No No No 
Damer 1980 Yes Yes No No No  
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Fisher 1988 No No Yes Yes No 
Fogelin 1982 No No Yes No No 
Freeman 1988 No No No No No 
Govier 2010 Yes Yes No No No 
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Kahane 1971 No No Yes No No 
Kahane 1973 Yes Yes No  No No 
Kelley 1990 No No No  No No 
Moore & Parker 1998 Yes Yes Yes  No No 
Salmon 2002 Yes Yes No  No No 
Scriven 1976 No No Yes  Yes No 
Thomas 1981 No No Yes  No No 
Toulmin Rieke & Janik 1979 Yes  Yes Yes  Yes No 
Vaughn 2008 Yes Yes Yes No No  
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APPENDIX  II 
SCHOLARSHIP ON FALLACY OF COMPOSITION IN ECONOMICS 
 








Fall comp  
economics 
Bar-Hillel 1964 Yes No No No No 
Blair 2012 No No Yes No No 
Broyles 1975 Yes Yes No No No  
Cole 1965 Yes No No No No 
Davies 2002 Yes Yes Yes No No  
Eemeren & Garssen 2010 Yes Yes No No No 
Eemeren&Grootendorst 1999 Yes Yes No No No 
Eemeren&Grootendorst 2004 Yes Yes No No No 
Eemeren et al 2014 Yes Yes No No No 
Gough & Daniel 2009 Yes No Yes Yes Yes  
Govier 2002 Yes Yes Yes No No  
Govier 2007/2009 Yes No Yes Yes Yes 
Hamblin 1970 Yes  Yes No No No 
Johnson 2000 No No No No No 
Paul 1990 No No Yes  Yes No  
Perelman & O-T 1958 Yes Yes Yes  No No 
Pole 1981 Yes Yes Yes Yes No 
Ritola 2009b Yes No Yes Yes Yes 
Rowe 1962 Yes Yes No No No 
Toulmin 1958 No No No  No No 
Weinstein 2013 No No Yes  No No 
Wohlrapp 2014 No No Yes  No No 
Woods 2013 No No No No No 
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